CHEMISTRY I

The Nature of Science 
Scientific knowledge is scientists’ best explanations for the data from many investigations.  Ideas about objects in the microscopic world that we cannot directly sense are often understood in terms of concepts developed to understand objects in the macroscopic world that we can see and touch.  Student work should align with this process of science and should be guided by those principles.  Students should also understand that scientific knowledge is gained from observation of natural phenomena and experimentation by designing and conducting investigations guided by theory and by evaluating and communicating the results of those investigations according to accepted procedures.  These concepts should be woven throughout daily work.


Standard 1: Properties and States of Matter
Core Standard: Describe the nature of physical and chemical properties and changes of matter. (C.1.1, C.1.2, C.1.3, C.1.4)

Core Standard: Compare and contrast states of matter at the molecular level. (C.1.5, C.1.6, C.1.7)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.1.1
Based on physical properties, differentiate between pure substances and mixtures.









Demo:  Substances vs. mixtures
Discussion of demo
Lab:  Density of Unknown Metals

Classification Exercise:  Classify list of substances as pure or mixtures

Test

Lab:  Data analysis and questions


C.1.2
Observe and describe chemical and physical properties of different types of matter and designate them as either extensive or intensive.

                                                                       

 

                                              

Text Assignment: Read

Demo:  Demonstrate different physical and chemical properties of matter

Discussion of demo

Lab:  Measurement
Lab:  Observing Chemical Changes

Guided Reading: Follow text assignment
Lab:  Data analysis and question sheet





Lab:  Data analysis and questions
C.1.3
Recognize observable indicators of chemical changes.



Text reading assignment

Lab:  Working in the Chemistry Lab
Lab:  Data tables, analysis, and questions.  Informal lab report

Test:  Multiple choice/ short answer
C.1.4
Describe physical and chemical changes at the molecular level.


Demo: Phase Changes vs. New Product

PowerPoint:  Animations of  physical and chemical changes
Questions/discussion of demo


Test/Quiz:  Graphic Interpretation and questions

C.1.5
Describe the characteristics of solids, liquids and gases and changes in state at the molecular level.


Text 
PowerPoint/Animations

Students draw pictures of each phase at molecular level
Test


Evaluate drawings
C.1.6
Explain and apply the law of conservation of mass as it applies to chemical processes.


Lab:   Investigating the Law of Conservation of Mass
Text reading

Analysis of data and question sheet 

Test

C.1.7
Define density and distinguish among materials based on densities.  Perform calculations involving density.







Text assignment

Lecture/discussion on  density using common types of balls

Lab:  Density of Known and Unknown Metals

Introduce equation:  

D =   mass  (g)
       Volume (cm3)

Test 



Semi-formal Lab Report


Problem Set:  Density problems

Test



Standard 2: Atomic Structure and the Periodic Table
Core Standard: Describe how the properties and arrangements of the subatomic particles contribute to the structures of atoms (C.2.1, C.2.2, C.2.7, C.2.8, C.2.9)

Core Standard: Describe how the structure of the periodic table reflects the numbers of electrons and protons and the configuration of electrons in an atom. (C.2.3, C.2.4, C.2.5, C.2.6)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.2.1
Describe how models of atomic structure changed over time based on available experimental evidence and understand the current model of atomic structure.


Text/Internet Atomic Structure Research/Notes

Play-doh Model Building

White Tube Activity


Scientist Timeline of Atomic Structure


Evaluate Models/Discussion

Points awarded to groups that create the White Tube

C.2.2
Describe how the subatomic particles (i.e., protons, neutrons and electrons) contribute to the structure of an atom and recognize that the particles within the nucleus are held together against the electrical repulsion of the protons.

Text Assignment

Diagrams of Atom 




Evaluate diagrams

Test





Determine the number of protons, neutrons, and electrons in isotopes and in those isotopes that comprise a specific element.  Relate these numbers to atomic number and mass number.



Text Assignment/Notes

Lab:  M and M Isotopes

Mass number/protons/neutrons
calculations

Worksheets:   Calculations of mass number, atomic number, atomic weight 

Test

Lab Questions/Analysis
C.2.4
Calculate the average atomic mass of an element from isotopic abundance data.






Lab:  M and M Isotopes 

Sample calculations/Notes

Worksheets:  Average atomic mass calculations

Test

Lab questions/analysis
C.2.5
Write the electron configuration of an element and relate this to its position on the periodic table.



Internet Tutorial Activity

Group Activity:   Understanding Electron Configurations


Test

Analysis/interpretation of activity questions
C.2.6
Use the periodic table and electron configuration to determine an element’s number of valence electrons and its chemical and physical properties.



Video:   Periodic Table 

Activity:  Colors of Periodicity

Activity:  The Periodic Table

Evaluate colored periodic table

Evaluate question sheets accompanying Periodic Table activity  (3 parts)




Compare and contrast nuclear reactions with chemical reactions.





Internet Video:   Nuclear Reactions

Notes/Sample problems: 
Alpha, beta, gamma decay

Graded worksheets

Test
C.2.8
Describe how fusion and fission processes transform elements present before the reaction into elements present after the reaction.

Nuclear Decay:  Alpha, Beta, Gamma, positron decay calculations
Worksheets 
Problem sets

Test
C.2.9
Understand that the radioactive decay process is random for any given atom but that this property leads to a predictable and measurable exponential decay of a sample of radioactive material.  Know how to calculate the initial amount, the fraction remaining or the half-life of a radioactive isotope when given two of the other three variables.


Internet Tutorial/Text :  Radioactive Decay/Half life calculations


Graded worksheets

Quiz



Standard 3: Bonding and Molecular Structure
Core Standard: Describe how the configuration of electrons within an atom determines its interactions with other atoms. (C.3.1, C.3.2, C.3.3, C.3.4)

Core Standard: Describe the attractive forces among molecules and their effect on chemical and physical properties. (C.3.5)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.3.1
Describe, compare and contrast the characteristics of the interactions between atoms in ionic and covalent compounds.




Text Assignment:  Diagram the transfer of e- vs. sharing  of e- in ionic and covalent compounds



Worksheets graded

Test questions
C.3.2
Compare and contrast how ionic and covalent compounds form.







Text Assignment:  Diagram the transfer of e- and the sharing of e- in ionic vs. covalent bonding
Worksheets:  diagramming and explaining the movement of electrons
C.3.3
Draw structural formulas for and name simple molecules.







Text assignment

Lab:  Building Molecules 

Discuss rules for naming and writing formulas for molecules

Test

Lab worksheets with structural formulas and analysis questions
C.3.4
Write chemical formulas for ionic compounds given their names and vice versa.






Lab:  Making Ionic Compounds and Writing Names and Formulas



Lab observations, written names and formulas of compounds formed in lab
C.3.5
Compare and contrast ionic, covalent network, metallic and polar and non-polar molecular crystals with respect to constituent particles, strength of bonds, melting and boiling points and conductivity; provide examples of each type.

Research:  Internet/Text 

Create table comparing and contrasting elements of each type of bond and characteristics of each 

Test 

Evaluate tables

Discuss differences and similarities




Standard 4: Reactions and Stoichiometry
Core Standard: Use balanced chemical equations and the mole concept to determine the qualities of reactants and products.



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.4.1
Predict products of simple reactions such as synthesis, decomposition, single replacement and double replacement.




Lab:  Evidence of Chemical Change

Demo:  Five Types of Chemical Reactions


Formal Lab Report


Written equations of each demonstrated reaction and balance them. 
C.4.2
Balance chemical equations using the law of conservation of mass and use them to describe chemical reactions.





Text Assignment

Balance chemical equation using simple rules

Practice problems on board


Grade worksheets demonstrating the balanced equation and how the law of conservation of mass applies
C.4.3
Given mass of the sample, use the mole concept to determine the number of moles and number of atoms or molecules in samples of elements and compounds.






Listen to “The Mole Song”

Demonstrate use of the mole as the measure of the amount of matter using the mole roadmap

Sample calculation

Video:  Introduction to Stoichiometry


Calculations on worksheets using mole roadmap

Test questions



White board problems following video instructions


C.4.4
Using a balanced chemical equation, calculate the quantities of reactants needed and products made in a chemical reaction that goes to completion.


Video:  Advanced Stoichiometry

Sample calculations and problems on board and mini white boards.

Lab:  The mole and the Oreo Cookie 



Graded worksheet

Lab:  Data collection/discussion


Test
C.4.5
Describe, classify and give examples of various kinds of reactions-synthesis (i.e., combination), decomposition, single displacement, double displacement and combustion.


Lab:  Evidence of Chemical Change

Demonstration:  Identifying Five Types of Reactions

Formal Lab Report


Written balanced equations for the 5 reactions demonstrated in the demo.
C.4.6
Determine oxidation states and identify the substances gaining and losing electrons in redox reactions.







Video:  Oxidation/Reduction Reactions 

Using half-reaction to balance re-dox reactions

Introducing rules for assigning oxidation numbers

Test questions 

Graded worksheets of balancing re-dox equations
C.4.7
Perform calculations to determine the composition of a compound or mixture when given the formula.






Text/Internet Tutorial on percent compositions

Calculations using percent composition equation 

Lab:  Law of Definite Composition

Graded Problem sets/worksheets 




Lab data, analysis, questions 



Standard 5: Behavior of Gases
Core Standard: Using the kinetic molecular theory, describe and explain the behavior of ideal gases. (C.5.1)

Core Standard: Using the ideal gas equation of state PV = nRT, examine the relationship among the number of moles, volume, pressure and temperature for ideal gases. (C.5.2, C.5.3)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.5.1
Use kinetic molecular theory to explain changes in gas volumes, pressure, moles and temperature.






Research/ write tenets of kinetic theory

Internet Simulations of Gas Laws:  Boyle’s, Charles’, Gay-Lussac’s, Combined, Ideal

Practice problems manipulating gas law variables
Demo:  Variable manipulation using balloons





Worksheets:  Gas law problems 


Test 
C.5.2
Using the ideal gas equation of state PV – nRT, calculate the change in one variable when another variable is changed and the others are held constant.




Notes/discussion of Ideal gases

Introduce Ideal Gas Law: 
PV = NRT
 Demonstrate gas constant calculation and values

Worksheets/Problem Sets of gas laws

Test calculations
C.5.3
Given the equation for a chemical reaction involving one or more gases as reactants products or both, calculate the volumes of gas when assuming the reaction goes to completion and the ideal gas law holds.


Using mole roadmap pathway of molar volume, demonstrate calculations of molar volume in ideal gas situations


Test calculations
Worksheets 





Standard 6: Thermochemistry

Core Standard: Recognize that chemical reactions result in either the release or absorption of energy. (C.6.1, C.6.2, C.6.3)

Core Standard: Apply the law of conservation of energy. (C.6.4)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.6.1
Explain that atoms and molecules are in constant motion and that this motion increases as thermal energy increases.





Internet Tutorial w/ Animation:  Molecular Motion and Temperature

Demo:  Diffusion of dye molecules in various temperatures


Complete tutorial quiz



Discuss observations/answer questions about what is happening
C.6.2
Distinguish between the concepts of temperature and heat flow in macroscopic and microscopic terms.





Students define/take notes about each concept and then diagram their ideas of the differences 

Discussion/notes

Discuss/share diagrams on board

Test questions
C.6.3
Classify chemical reactions and phase changes as exothermic or endothermic.





Notes

Lab:  Hot and Cold Packs

Demo:  Exothermic vs. Endothermic


Informal lab report

Test 
C.6.4
Solve problems involving heat flow and temperature changes by using known values of specific heat, phase change constants (i.e., latent heat values) or both.



Notes

Internet problem set using phase diagrams

Lab:  Determining the Melting Point of Water
Test questions

Complete internet quiz


Formal Lab Report





Standard 7: Solutions
Core Standard: Describe the composition and characteristics of solutions.  (C.7.1, C.7.2, C.7.3, C.7.4)

Core Standard: Identify the factors that qualitatively affect solubility, reaction rates and dynamic equilibriums. (C.7.5, C.7.6)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.7.1
Describe the composition and properties of types of solutions.





Notes

Students create table listing properties of various types of solutions:  saturated, unsaturated, acid-base, salt, etc…



Evaluate/discuss tables

Test
C.7.2
Explain how temperature, pressure and polarity of the solvent affect the solubility of a solute.




Lab:   Likes Dissolve Likes

Draw/Interpret solubility curves for various compounds

Lab analysis and questions

Evaluate curves and answers to questions 
C.7.3
Describe the concentration of solutes in a solution in terms of molarity.  Perform calculations using molarity, mass and volume.






Introduce concept of concentrations and various ways to describe:   
Molarity, normality, %volume, %mass, 

M (molarity) = moles solute/liters  of solution
%volume = volume of solute/volume of solution  x  100%
%mass = mass of solute/mass of solution  x  100%





Test calculations using the equations introduced 


C.7.4
Prepare a specific volume of a solution of a given molarity when provided with a known solute.









Lab:  Preparing Solutions 

Evaluation of solutions made and the procedure used to make the solution

Test questions
C.7.5
Explain how the rate of a reaction is qualitatively affected by changes in concentration, temperature, surface area and the use of a catalyst.







Molecular animation of rates of reaction particles using manipulation of various factors such as temperature, surface area, and concentration
Catalysis graphs analysis 

Students design and carry out an experiment to test how a chosen factor affects the rate of a particular reaction.


Test questions






Grade student experimental design and procedure, and evaluate conclusions
C.7.6
Write equilibrium expressions for reversible reactions.






Video:   Introduction to Equilibrium

Demonstrate proper method of writing equilibrium expressions 

Graded worksheets

Test questions




Standard 8: Acids and Bases
Core Standard: Use acid-base definitions to identify acids and bases when given their formulas and reactions. (C.8.1, C.8.2, C.8.3)

Core Standard: For any aqueous solution, explain the meaning of the value indicated by the pH scale in terms of the hydrogen ion concentration. (C.8.4, C.8.5)



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.8.1
Use Arrhenius and Brønsted-Lowry definitions to classify substances as acids or bases.






Compare/Contrast Activity: 
Definitions of Acids/Bases

Notes/discussion 


Completed table of compare/contrast information

Test questions

C.8.2
Describe the characteristic properties of acids and bases.





Demo:  Characteristics of Acids vs. Bases 
Litmus
Feel
Reactions with metals 


Test questions

C.8.3
Compare and contrast the dissociation and strength of acids and bases in solutions.





Introduce concept of strength of acids and bases 
Compare and contrast dissociation  vs. concentration

List and give dissociation constants of several strong and weak acids and bases




Test questions


C.8.4
Given the hydronium (H3O+) ion concentration in a solution, calculate the pH and vice versa.  Explain the meaning of these values.







Introduce  the pH concept and how it relates to H+ concentration:

pH = -log [H+]
\
Sample calculations



Worksheets with pH calculations 

Test calculations
C.8.5
From acid-base titration data, calculate the concentration of an unknown solution.









Lab:  Determining the Molarity of Vinegar

Lab:  Acid-Base Titration 



Formal lab report 



Standard 9: Organic Chemistry and Biochemistry
Core Standard: Describe the unique nature of carbon atoms’ ability to bond to one another and other elements, which forms countless carbon-bases substances and macromolecules.



SKILLS
SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
ASSESSMENT
C.9.1
Use structural formulas to illustrate carbon atoms’ ability to bond covalently to one another to form many different substances.









Lab:  Forming Polymers 
       Molecular Model           Building


Notes 

Video:  Polymers Around You


Evaluate models and structural formulas of polymers built



Test questions
C.9.2
Illustrate the variety of molecular types formed by the covalent bonding of carbon atoms and describe the typical properties of these molecular types.








Lab:  Macromolecules (proteins, carbohydrates, nucleic acids, lipids)
Video:  Organic Compounds and Their Structures


Lab data collection, analysis, and questions

Test questions


